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In the Shadow of the Mountains
By McCurray, Steve

Phaidon, 0. Hardcover. Condition: New. In the Shadow of Mountains Steve McCurry's best known
and previously unpublished images of Afghanistan and its people.Steve McCurry A new portfolio
from Steve McCurry containing many previously unpublished photographs of Afghanistan and its
people. The images collected here not only document the hardships faced by a nation so damaged
by conflict, but also captures the great and unique beauty of this divided country Portraits of opium
smokers and children, shepherds and Mujahadeen are presented alongside striking views of
sandstone cities and shanty-towns, mountainous landscapes and ancient temples McCurry is one of
the most admired and well-represented photojournalists working today and this book will be a
widely sought-after addition to his popular body of work Steve McCurry has covered many areas of
international and civil conflict, including the Iran-Iraq war, Beirut, Cambodia, the Philippines and
the Gulf war, but his continuing coverage of Afghanistan is perhaps his greatest achievement. It was
with his first images of Afghanistan that McCurry established his reputation as a photojournalist. In
1979, disguised in native dress, McCurry crossed the Pakistan border into rebel-controlled
Afghanistan, shortly before Soviet troops invaded in support of the failing Marxist government.
When he emerged, he...
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Reviews
This publication will never be e ortless to begin on studying but extremely entertaining to learn. It is probably the most incredible publication i have go
through. I realized this ebook from my i and dad suggested this publication to learn.
-- Austin O 'Connell
It in a single of my personal favorite ebook. It really is filled with wisdom and knowledge I discovered this book from my dad and i recommended this book
to discover.
-- K yla Goodwin
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